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Today’s Menu




(Existential) motivation for a precision measurement
of the mass of the top quark
Most recent and upcoming measurements of mtop:
-



What can we improve for future mtop measurements
-

-
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At the TeVatron
At the Large Hadron Collider
Which mtop do we measure?
How to measure mtop in
a well-defined scheme?
How to bring systematic
uncertainties under
better control?
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The standard model (SM)

Everything seems to neat and clear…
Why study the top quark?
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“I think we have it!”
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“I think we have it!”
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Why study mtop in the Higgs era?


The top quark is special:
-

It is the heaviest quark
of the SM!
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Why is it so heavy?
How is its mass generated?
Does it play a special role
in EWSB?
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Why study mtop in the Higgs era?


The top quark is special:
-

It is the heaviest quark
of the SM!



-
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Why is it so heavy?
Does it play a special role
in EWSB?

Infer mhiggs from mtop & mW:
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Why study mtop in the Higgs era?


The top quark is special:
-

It is the heaviest quark
of the SM!



-
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Overconstrain mhiggs, mtop, and mW
 Consistency check of the SM!
Heinemeier et al.

Why is it so heavy?
Does it play a special role
in EWSB?

Infer mhiggs from mtop & mW:
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Why study mtop in the Higgs era?




If this is not enough, the top quark mass is
a fundamental parameter of the SM!
The fate of our Universe depends on mtop!
-

Consider the Higgs Lagrangian:

-

The quartic Higgs self-coupling
term
is responsible for the
mexican-hat shape of the potential!
This works only if λ is positive!

-
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Why study mtop in the Higgs era?


λ receives radiative corrections from all particles of
the SM, mostly from the top quark!
-

We can evolve these corrections using running group
equations to Planck scale:
Degrassi et al.


λ should remain positive!

With the current world’s best
values for mtop and mhiggs:
 Our Universe is only metastable!

The calculation includes NNLO effects,
RG equation at NNNLO
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Why study mtop in the Higgs era?
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The phase diagram of the Universe:
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Will the top quark save our planet?

Stay tuned!
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15 years!
We’ll know
more
in
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2/3/95, Ramsey Auditorium, FNAL

2 March 1995: the top quark is born
6/12/13
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The birth size


24 Feb. 1995:
-



Simultaneous
PRL submission
by CDF and DØ

CDF (67 pb-1) :
-

σ=6.8+3.6-2.4 pb,
observed 19 events, expected 6.9 bkg




s to PRL,

bkg-only hypothesis rejected at 4.8σ

mtop=176±13 GeV

D0 (50 pb-1):
-

σ=6.4±2.2 pb,
observed 17 events, expected 3.8 bkg
 bkg-only hypothesis rejected at 4.6σ
mtop=199±30 GeV


-
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The birth weight


24 Feb. 1995:
-



Simultaneous
PRL submission
by CDF and DØ

CDF (67 pb-1) :
-

σ=6.8+3.6-2.4 pb,
observed 19 events, expected 6.9 bkg




s to PRL,

bkg-only hypothesis rejected at 4.8σ

mtop=176±13 GeV

D0 (50 pb-1):
-

σ=6.4±2.2 pb,
observed 17 events, expected 3.8 bkg
 bkg-only hypothesis rejected at 4.6σ
mtop=199±30 GeV


-
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The birth weight


24 Feb. 1995:
-





Simultaneous
PRL submission
by CDF
P. and DØ
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More about the birth place…

p
Tevatron

June 12, 13

L ~ 10.5 fb-1 p.e.
p
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A wealth of top properties
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A wealth of top properties
l+
q

ν-

q’



Typically: we measure
the top mass in tt events:
-

W+
b

l+jets channel: good compromise
between kinematic reconstruction,
high rate, and backgrounds


t

Dilepton channel: low backgrounds,
but underconstrained kinematics
for mtop meas’t and low rate

t
b
-

All-hadronic channel: highest
branching ratio, very high
backgrouns from QCD multijet
production
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A wealth of top properties
Colour flow
W helicity

l+
q

ν-

q’

W+
b

Production cross section
Production mechanism
New physics contributions

+ EW single top production:
- s- and t-channel production,
- kinem. properties and
- searches for new physics
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Anomalous couplings
Rare decays
Branching ratio
CKM matrix element |Vtb|
Mass, mass difference
charge, width

t
t
b

Spin correlation
QCD charge asymmetry AFB
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A wealth of top properties
Colour flow
W helicity
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+ EW single top production:
- s- and t-channel production,
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Anomalous couplings
Rare decays
Branching ratio
CKM matrix element |Vtb|
Mass, mass difference
charge, width
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Spin correlation
QCD charge asymmetry AFB
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The methods
(using the example of four flagship
measurements at the Tevatron & LHC)

Experimental aspects of the MEM

Oleg Brandt
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Top mass measurements: methods


The measurements shown today are based on:
-

6/12/13

Template method
Matrix Element method
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Top mass measurements: methods


The measurements shown today are based on:
-



Template method
Matrix Element method

Template method:
-

Pick a set of variables xi sensitive to mtop
Create “templates” = distributions of xi using MC:




-

Advantages:



-

few assumptions
fairly straight forward

Disadvantages:
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for signal: xi=xi(mtop)
for background
Maximise the likelihood of
their consistence
with the observation

Not maximal stat. sensitivity
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Top mass measurements: methods


The measurements shown today are based on:
-



Template method
Matrix Element method

Matrix Element method (MEM):
-

Calculate the event probability on an event-by-event basis:

-

Advantages:


-

Disadvantages:


6/12/13

Use 4-vectors with maximal kinematic and topological
information  maximal statistical power
High computational demand + theory assumptions
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First implementation of MEM in HEP


The first (published)
measurement in HEP
using the MEM:

6/12/13
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First implementation of MEM in HEP


The final result:




Using 125 pb-1 of p-pbar
collisions @ 1.8 TeV,
71 events

Previous result:




Much higher statistical sensitivity:
-



same dataset, 91 candidates

Corresponding to 2.4x more data with old method!
Systematic uncertainties are also smaller

Already this analysis
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Was using jet-parton transfer functions
Looked at 12 possible jet-parton assignments (4 jets)
Used numerical integration in 5 variables
Experimental aspects of the MEM
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ
Matrix element method in l+jets final states, DØ (3.6 fb-1)
`
b tagging-based weight to identify relevant jet-parton assignments
Integration over phase space (10 dim)

LO matrix element
PRD 53, 4886 (1996)
PLB 411, 173 (1997)

PRD 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13

Phase space factor

Transfer functions (TFs) to map
parton level quantities y to reco level quantities x

Experimental aspects of the MEM
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ


Psig in its full beauty:

Normalisation by observed cross section using the same LO ME
Sum over all 24 possible jet-parton assignments

Sum over all flavours
and all neutrino solutions
PDFs for Björken-x and transverse momenta of
incoming partons
PRD 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ




The Transfer Functions
relate parton-level
quantities to reconstruction-level ones
Ideally, would use full detector simulation to do this,
however:
-

-



we typically need o(100k) samplings of the integral when
performing numerical integration (per jet-parton
assignment and per (mtop,kJES) hypothesis)
Technically, it is simply not feasible, as the full simulation
of a jet takes o(minutes)

Parametrise the detector response using:
-

Well-behaved function


-

(e.g. a Gaussian or a sum of Gaussians)

A sufficiently finely binned look-up table

Phys. Rev. D. 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ




The Transfer Functions
relate parton-level
quantities to reconstruction-level ones
Jet energies:
-

Treat separately:





-



Light quark jets
b-tagged jets
with soft muon tag
All other b-jets

x 4 |η| regions
for each

The directions of
jets and leptons in
η x ϕ are wellmeasured
-

6/12/13

 use δ-function
as transfer function!
Experimental aspects of the MEM
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ


Ultimate validation:

Phys. Rev. D. 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ


Typical JES uncertainty 2-3 %
-

 can lead to an uncertainty on mtop as large as 2 GeV!

Phys. Rev. D. 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ


perform an in-situ calibration of the JES:
-

Constrain the two jets from W decay to mW
This allows a simultaneous extraction of mtop and kJES!

mW

Phys. Rev. D. 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ


Verify the linearity of response
-

For perfect transfer functions and
other approximations expect
calibration curve of f(x)=0+x

PRD 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ


Verify the linearity of response:
-



For perfect transfer functions and
other approximations expect
calibration curve of f(x)=0+x

Check if the statistical sensitivity
is estimated correctly
-

Adjust, if necessary

PRD 84, 032004 (2011)
6/12/13
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ
Phys. Rev. D. 84, 032004 (2011)

Note that uncertainty on in-situ JES calibration is statistical in nature!
6/12/13
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A word on the sensitivity


Now, the size of the data sample is given by
hundreds of candidate events (at the Tevatron)
-

the advantage of the ME method in terms of a higher
statistical uncertainty is dwindling:


One can gain few 10%
-



(cf. 240% for first MEM implementation and 71 candidates!)

With the MEM method, we are sensitive to the
specific model described by the MEM:
-

For ttbar production via qQ annihilation @ Tevatron:
 via a gluon propagator in s-channel
☐ via a Higgs propagator in s-channel

-

6/12/13

This restriction is not in place for template-like
methods which “just” calculate the invariant mass
This restriction is also present for kinematic fitters…
Experimental aspects of the MEM
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Top mass with the MEM @ DØ

The
interesting
thing is
the small print

Note that some systematic uncertainties
are expected to be smaller for the MEM,
e.g. ISR/FSR for ME @ LO and 4 jets
in the final state
Note that we quote the stat. uncert. on
a syst. uncert. if it is larger than the syst.
uncert. at face value  due to higher
stat. sensitivity MEM has an advantage
6/12/13
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Top mass with templates @ CDF
Template method in l+jets final states, CDF (8.7 fb-1)
- Reconstruct the event kinematics
by minimising:
`

JES constraint
-

-

MET constraint

mtop extraction

Consider jet-parton assignments consistent with
b-tagging
Form templates from:




: best jet-parton ass’t
: second-best ass’t
: dijet invariant mass

Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 152003 (2012)
6/12/13
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Top mass with templates @ CDF


Final result:

Most precise mtop measurement @ Tevatron

Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 152003 (2012)
6/12/13
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Top mass at the TeVatron
arXiv:1305.3929 [hep-ex]

Combination
•
•

•

Done using BLUE
Categorise systematic
uncertainties such that:
•
They are fully correlated
•
They are fully uncorrelated
For a very detailed discussion
see Phys. Rev. D 86, 092003 (2012)

World’s most precise mtop measurement!
Relative uncertainty: 0.50%

6/12/13
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Top mass at the TeVatron
arXiv:1305.3929 [hep-ex]

Dominant uncertainties:
In-situ JES calibration:
•
0.36 GeV, ~ 1/√N
•Residual JES calibration:
•
0.16 GeV, ~ 1/√N
•b quark jets energy scale:
•
0.11 GeV, ~ √brain effort
•Signal modeling:
•
0.52 GeV, ~ √brain effort
•

World’s most precise mtop measurement!
Relative uncertainty: 0.50%

6/12/13
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3D Template method @ ATLAS
Template method in l+jets final states, ATLAS (4.7 fb-1)
` a kinematic likelihood fitter
 Event reconstruction with
-

Use transfer functions:



Better mapping of detector resolution tails
Better sensitivity than χ2-based methods

Correct jet-parton assignments:
70%: single b-tag
80%: two b-tags

ATLAS-CONF-2013-046
6/12/13
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Large systematic uncertainty expected from the JES
calibration for b-quark jets (bJSF)
-

Introduce Rlb variable to provide sensitivity to bJSF:

single b-tag

two b-tags

ATLAS-CONF-2013-046

3D Template method @ ATLAS

World’s first 3D fit analysis of mtop!

mtop

6/12/13

JSF

Top quark mass at hadron colliders
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3D Template method @ ATLAS


Form templates on 5 x 5 x 5 grid in mtop x JSF x bJSF:

ATLAS-CONF-2013-046
6/12/13
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Templates shown are for two b-tag events
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3D Template method @ ATLAS


Final results (4.7 fb-1):

Note that the syst. uncertainty from bJES
is now much reduced,
as it is mostly absorbed in the bJSF!
 at the cost of reduced stat. sensitivity

6/12/13
Top quark mass at hadron colliders
ATLAS-CONF-2013-046
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-046

2D analysis

3D analysis

Note that the syst. uncertainty from bJES
is now much reduced,
as it is mostly absorbed in the bJSF!
 at the cost of reduced stat. sensitivity

6/12/13
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D analysis is identical to 3D except for fixing Rlb to its default
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-046

2D analysis

3D analysis

Also other effects which affect the
modeling of jets like hadronisation (pythia
vs herwig) and ISR/FSR are partially
absorbed in bJSF through Rlb sensitivity!
6/12/13
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-046

2D analysis

3D analysis

No, there is no free lunch.
But at the bottom line we win!

6/12/13
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2D Ideogramm method @ CMS
Ideogramm method in l+jets final states, CMS (5.0 fb-1)
 Event reconstruction with a kinematic fit
-

-

Select only events with 2 b-tags
Consider only jet-parton assignments where b-tagged jets
are matched to b-quarks
Require goodness-of-fit for the kinematic fit:





> 0.2
Fraction of correct jet-parton assignments increases to 44%

Extract mtop and kJES by maximising:

JHEP 12 (2012) 105
6/12/13
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2D Ideogramm method @ CMS

After fit,
weighted

6/12/13
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Before fit,
unweighted
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2D Ideogramm method @ CMS


Final result (5.0 fb-1):

JHEP 12 (2012) 105
6/12/13
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The key players at LHC and TeVatron
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The key players at LHC and TeVatron

Already with few fb-1,
LHC clearly wins in terms
of statistical sensitivity!

6/12/13
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The key players at LHC and TeVatron

Work ongoing within the
Top LHC working group to
hegemonise the treatment
of systematic uncertainties
6/12/13
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The key players at LHC and TeVatron

Systematic uncertainties
still notably smaller at the TeVatron…
As a result, the world’s most precise
mtop comes from the TeVatron
6/12/13
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Which mtop do we measure?

Experimental aspects of the MEM
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Which mtop do we measure?


(I only want to refresh our memory here)
- The top mass is not an observable per se and has to be
inferred from its effect on kinematic observables
- The mass cannot be well-defined at LO
- The pole mass corresponds to our physical intuition of
a stable particle


mtop is the “pole” in the top quark propagator
-



6/12/13

Although this is not fully correct (hadronisation effects)

The pole mass can never be determined with precision
better than ΛQCD:

Top quark mass at hadron colliders
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Which mtop do we measure?


Other popular mass definition schemes:
-

__
e.g. modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS), also
referred to as running mass mtop(μr)


-



- better behaviour of perturbative predictions
__
The MS mass can be translated into the pole mass at
any fixed order of perturbation theory

What we typically
__ measure at hadron colliders, is:
-

Neither the MS mass, nor the pole mass  mMC
“Close” to the pole mass




“Close” not quantified yet

True also for NLO generators like e.g. powheg
-

6/12/13

The μr dependence can be used to absorb logarithmic
corrections through resummation (in specific cases)

finite width effects of top propagator are not simulated,
but generated via reweighting
Top quark mass at hadron colliders
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How to measure mtop
in a well-defined scheme?

Experimental aspects of the MEM
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How to measure a well-defined mtop


The simplest + straight forward solution for us
experimentalists would be
-



a full NLO MC generator
interfaced to a parton shower (PS) simulator

However, this is technically more involved than to
perform a full NLO calculation
-

Easiest to start with a final state with only two hadrons,
i.e. dilepton final states


First implementation by Kardos et al.:
-

-

6/12/13

PLB 705 76 (2011)
Not quite as versatile as needed by HEP experiments

We are eagerly awaiting the implementation of a full
NLO calculation in aMC@NLO (automated NLO
calculation programme a la POWHEG-BOX)
Top quark mass at hadron colliders
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How to measure a well-defined mtop


The full NLO calculation of the single top process
just became available!
-

Hopefully tT will follow soon…

arXiv:1305.7088 [hep-ph]
6/12/13
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How to measure a well-defined mtop
Mass from cross section in l+jets final states, DØ (5.3 fb-1)
-

Idea: measure
comparison with


or
or

from
!

Account for the weak dependence
of
on
(acceptance effect)

+ other calculations
(also
scheme)
-

Difficult to be competetive because
Δ(σ) ~ 5%  Δ(mtop) ~ 1% ~ 2 GeV

6/12/13

Phys. Lett. B 703 422 (2011)
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How to measure a well-defined mtop


Avoid using absolutely normalised quantities:
-



Differential quantities are a smarter choice, as many
theory and experimental uncertainties cancel!

Recent suggestion by S. Alioli et al:




-

Note that m0 is a fixed number
is the invariant mass2 of the tt + jet system

Use the probability to radiate a hard jet pT > o(50 GeV):



Strongly dependent on mtop
Consciously use threshold effects
-

6/12/13

Sounds scary, however, the authors make the case that
theory uncertainties are small
arXiv:1303:6415 [hep-ph]
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has a pronounced dependence on mtop:



-

Analysis strategy:


Use “standard” MC to perform an unfolding in ρs
-



6/12/13

Systematic uncertainty from assuming mMC = mpole or
mMC = mMS in unfolding procedure

Compare unfolded distribution with full NLO prediction

Top quark mass at hadron colliders
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TeVatron legacy to the Higgs era?



TeVatrons main legacy are the analysis techniques:
-

Many say the TeVatron did not discover anything
“fundamental” but the top quark ( depends on the def’n)

-

The fact is: many novel experimental techniques developed:






6/12/13

The matrix element technique (D0 in 2001+)
Methods to constrain and control multijet, V+jets background
Multivariate methods and their validation in HEP context:
-

Single top evidence (2007: D0, 2008: CDF)

-

Then the Higgs boson search (first exclusion: 2008 by D0 & CDF)

Precision measurements above all (mW, mtop)

Measurements of Top Quark Properties at the Tevatron
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Summary and outlook


Rich top programme at the Tevatron and the LHC!
-

About twice the data is available for a closer look at the top!

-

Some measurements are complementary between the
Tevatron and the LHC:


-

Some measurements are a legacy of the Tevatron






Top mass

We are expecting many more exciting results from
the Tevatron and the LHC in the coming years!
-

CDF: http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html

-

DØ: http://www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics/top/top_public_web_pages/top_public.html

-

Atlas: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/TopPublicResults

-

CMS: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP

~15 years after the discovery of the top quark:
-

6/12/13

Cross section, spin correlations, strong colour charge asymmetry

The era of precision measurements
in the top sector has begun!
Measurements of Top Quark Properties at the Tevatron
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1983

1991

2008
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1984

1985

1992

2009
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Bonus

... FOR THE TEVATRON (2011)

Oleg Brandt, Göttingen/FNAL

Outlook

We are looking ahead to more
exciting measurements from the Tevatron!

June 12, 13
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Recent top physics results from DØ

72

What is our legacy to the LHC era?

Our legacy in the top sector:



-

mainly analyses exploring the differences:
Tevatron

LHC

pp- initial state  CP eigenstate

pp initial state

centre-of-mass energy: 1.96 TeV

centre-of-mass energy: 7 TeV

Initial state: qq (85%), gg (15%)

Initial state: qq (30%), gg (70%)

-

6/12/13

Precision measurements using the well-understood
environment at the Tevatron  mtop
Measurements of Top Quark Properties at the Tevatron
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A bit of history


1976: discovery of the Ypsilon at Fermilab
- indicates the existence of the top quark
-





1984: PETRA mtop>23.3 GeV
1988: UA1 mtop>44 GeV
1990:
-
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from here on, the race for the top has begun!

TRISTAN mtop>30.2 GeV
SLC mtop>40.7 GeV
LEP mtop>45.8 GeV
UA1 mtop>60 GeV
UA2 mtop>69 GeV

1992: CDF mtop>91 GeV
1994: DØ mtop>128 GeV
1994: evidence of top quark from CDF
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Mass from cross section (D0)
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mtop in lepton+jets channel at CDF
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Single particle response correction


Compare calorimeter response after
calibration and all default corrections:

Data
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JES

MC
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Single particle response correction


Derive a correction for
particle jets matched to
reconstructed jets in MC:
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Sum runs over all particles
Ri  single particle response
Ri(particle type,Epart,etapart)

Correct the MC:
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Single particle response correction
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Top-antitop mass difference meas’t


CPT invariance is a necessary prerequisite for
a locally Lorentz-invariant QFT
-



If Mparticle != Mantiparticle  CPT violated!
-



An established CPT invariance would be the end of not only
the SM itself, but its theoretical footing!
We have never tested this on a bare quark (status 2yrs ago)

The top quark is the only known quark
where this test is possible:
-

Hadronisation time scale >>



First result (D0, 1 fb-1):



First result from CDF (5.4 fb-1):
-
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 2 SD effect?
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Top-antitop mass difference (D0)


In standard pythia, it is impossible to generate tt
events with Mt != Mtbar, modify pythia (6.413):
-

Allow for separate setting of Mt, Mtbar
Adjust description of all Mt, Mtbar related kinematic
quantities:


-

e.g. resonance widths

,

Use standard CTEQ6L1 PDFs at scale:


(170,180) GeV
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(170,170) GeV

Measurement of the mass difference between top and antitop quarks
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Top-antitop mass difference (D0)


Use the most statistically sensitive technique – ME
-

P(mtop,kJES)  P(mt,mtbar)


-

Direct and indepentent measurement of mt and mtbar!

Use lepton charge to tag t and tbar:

Relative
precision:

1%

6/12/13
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_

+
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Use soft leptons to tag b and bbar jets



Top-antitop mass difference (D0)
Lots of work went into
evaluating systematics
for this precision meas’t

83

The CDF and D0 detectors
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Analyzed dataset



Tevatron has shown a great performance in FY 2010!
We keep enlarging our calibration samples
-

Better handles on experimental uncertainties:


e.g. Jet Energy Scale (JES), Jet Energy Resolution, etc.

Shown today!

Delivered: 10.5 fb-1
Recorded: 9.5 fb-1
Data taking eff.: >90%

June 12, 13
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… and Decay


In the SM:
-



|Vtb| = 0.9990-0.9992
@ 95% C.L. assuming
3 CKM generations

Characterise tt final
states by top decays!

Top Mass Measurements at the Tevatron
Oleg

Brandt, Göttingen/FNAL
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Typical ttbar preselection

Dilepton

Lepton+jets

All-hadronic

2 high-pT leptons

1 high-pT lepton (>20 GeV)

No leptons

Missing ET

Missing ET (>40 GeV)

No missing ET

2 jets

4 jets (> 20GeV)

6 jets

≥ 0 b-tags

≥ 1 b-tag

≥ 1 b-tag

S/B:

Top Mass Measurements at the Tevatron
Oleg

Brandt, Göttingen/FNAL
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The DØ Detector

Muon System

Calorimeter

p

p

Tracking System

Solenoidal Magnetic Field
20 m

MuonID @ Highest Luminosities @ DØ

Oleg Brandt, Göttingen/FNAL
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The CDF Detector

Top Mass Measurements at the Tevatron
Oleg

Brandt, Göttingen/FNAL
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Experimental Challenges


We are interested in parton-level quantities for our top
measurements
-

Map the energies of reco-level jets
particle jets (D0) / partons (CDF)

-

This is referred to as a
Energy Scale (JES) corr’n

-

With the current size of
samples:





to
Jet
calibration

s(JES)/JES ~ 1.5% (D0)
s(JES)/JES ~ 3% (CDF)

And many more:
-

Lepton ID, pT scale

June 12, 13
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